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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of matching face against iris images
using ocular information. In biometrics, face and iris images are
typically acquired using sensors operating in visible (VIS) and nearinfrared (NIR) spectra, respectively. This presents a challenging
problem of matching images corresponding to different biometric
modalities, imaging spectra, and spatial resolutions. We propose
the usage of ocular traits that are common between face and iris
images (viz., iris and ocular region) to perform matching. Iris
matching is performed using a commercial software, while ocular
regions are matched using three different techniques: Local Binary
Patterns (LBP), Normalized Gradient Correlation (NGC), and Joint
Dictionary-based Sparse Representation (JDSR). Experimental results on a database containing 1358 images of 704 subjects indicate
that ocular region can provide better performance than iris biometric
under a challenging cross-modality matching scenario.
Index Terms— Biometrics, periocular, face, iris, cross-modality,
cross-spectral
1. INTRODUCTION
In the biometric literature, the face and iris modalities are typically
viewed to be two distinct modalities. This is because these modalities are obtained using different sensors operating in different spectral bands. Face images are typically acquired in the visible spectrum (VIS) while iris images are captured at close quarters in the
near-infrared spectrum (NIR). Thus, the possibility of matching face
images against their iris counterparts has not been adequately investigated in the literature. However, this problem is not easy to solve
due to the following factors:
1. Cross-modality: Matching images corresponding to two different biometric modalities is a relatively less explored research topic.
2. Cross-spectrum and cross-sensor1 : Variation in imaging
spectral bands can impact the image formation model and
highlight different features of the same object.
3. Cross-resolution: Face and iris images typically tend to be
of different spatial resolutions due to the variations in sensors used. Furthermore, the distance of the subject from the
sensor and the geometric perspective of the image can be significantly different.
This work was performed when Raghavender Jillela was with West Virginia University, WV, USA.
This work was funded by NSF Award 1066197 (CITeR).
1 Note that cross-sensor does not always mean cross-spectrum. For example, cross-sensor iris recognition can also refer to the task of matching iris
images acquired using different sensors operating within the NIR spectrum.

Owing to their common presence in both face and iris images,
we propose the usage of iris and ocular2 region information to perform matching. A sample RGB face and the corresponding NIR iris
image are shown in Figure 1. Iris matching involves using the highly
discriminatory information offered by the rich texture of the iris [1].
Ocular region matching is performed using information extracted
from the immediate vicinity of the eye [2].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Sample images corresponding to the (a) face, and (b) iris
modalities acquired in VIS and NIR spectrum, respectively. The iris
and ocular regions have been highlighted using solid white circles
and dashed red rectangles, respectively. Our goal is to match the
face image in (a) with the iris image in (b) using the iris and ocular
region information. Notice the variations in scale, image acquisition spectrum, and the level of detail. The average number of pixels
across the irides in (a) and (b) are 35 and 110 pixels, respectively.
Prior work in iris and ocular region matching has been limited to
images acquired from a single modality (i.e., using either iris or face
images) [2–5]. Some researchers have studied the impact of various imaging factors (e.g., resolution [6], imaging spectrum [7], sensors [8], etc.) on iris and ocular region matching. Our work significantly differs from the existing work as we perform cross-modality
matching. A list of major publications studying the impact of various imaging factors on iris and ocular region matching is provided in
Table 1. The significance of our work can be clearly observed from
the table.
There are several scenarios in which it may be necessary to
match face images against iris images:
• Matching legacy databases: Given the growing interest in
biometric recognition, it is possible to encounter situations
when multiple databases may have to be merged. The biometric modalities available in the independent databases may
not always be the same. In such cases, cross-modality matching of face and iris images can assist with the merging of
identities if necessary.
• Surveillance and law enforcement: In law enforcement scenarios, when a face image acquired using a surveillance cam2 Although we use the term ocular in this paper, the periocular information
may also be available.
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Table 1. Publications studying the impact of various imaging factors on iris and ocular region matching.
Trait considered
Imaging factors considered
Cross-resolution
(or
Cross-sensor
Cross-spectrum Cross-modality
stand-off distance variation)

Jillela and Ross [6]
Ross et al. [7]
Bharadwaj et al. [9]
Connaughton et al. [8]
Xiao et al. [10]
Tan and Kumar [11]
Our work

3
7
3
7
3
3
3

Iris
Iris
Ocular region
Iris
Iris & Ocular region
Iris & Ocular region
Iris & Ocular region

era does not match with any images in a face database, it
could be compared against images in an iris database.
• Privacy concerns: In some applications, socio-cultural factors can impede reliable face recognition (e.g., subject wearing a scarf). In such cases, face recognition may not be viable
and it may be necessary to match the input face with an iris
image to elicit identity [2].
2. DATABASE
Existing face and iris databases in public domain do not offer the
image variations (in resolution, spectrum, and modalities) useful for
this study. To this end, we use a proprietary database to conduct
the experiments in this work (see Table 2 for the database specifications). Set 1 and Set 2 correspond to images acquired in two
different sessions. All the subjects in Set 2 overlap with those in
Set 1. Our goal is to match the information extracted from the ocular and periocular regions that are common between face and iris
images. Only the left ocular region is used in this work. To this end,
we manually crop the ocular regions from face images. The variation in iris radius and spatial resolution of ocular regions cropped
from VIS face and NIR iris images occurs due to varying standoff distances when acquiring the two modalities. In addition to the
cross-resolution, cross-spectrum, and cross-modality factors, occlusions, sensor noise, dark colored irides, and variations in illumination render the current problem very challenging. Example images
illustrating this challenge are shown in Figure 2.
Table 2. Specifications of the considered database.

Iris (IR)
Face
Ocular
(FA)
(cropped
from face)

Sensor &
imaging
spectrum

Resolution
(pixels)

Oki IrisPass
M (NIR)
Olympus C8080 (VIS)
Olympus C8080 (VIS)

640 ×
480
2448 ×
3264
225 ×
169

# of subjects

Iris
radius
(pixels)

Standoff
dist.

Set 1
704

Set 2
654

∼ 110

704

654

∼ 35

40
cm
2m

704

654

∼ 35

2m

3. IRIS AND OCULAR REGION MATCHING
Two algorithms were initially considered to perform iris matching
between face and iris images: (a) Libor Masek’s [12] implementation of Daugman’s approach [1], and (b) VeriEye from Neurotech-
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Fig. 2. Iris and ocular images demonstrating some of the challenges
in this work: (a) non-uniform illumination, (b) non-uniformity in
image acquisition, (c) occlusions, and (d) dark colored iris. Also
note the variation in the average iris radius between iris images (110
pixels) and face images (35 pixels).

nology3 . This allows for a comparison of the widely popular opensource implementation with one of the many available commercial
systems. However, it was observed that the open source implementation could not reliably segment the iris in face images (∼ 24%
segmentation error4 ). As a result, the iris recognition experiments
were performed only using VeriEye.
Three different techniques were used for ocular region matching: (a) Local Binary Patterns (LBP), (b) Normalized Gradient
Correlation (NGC), and (c) Joint Dictionary-based Sparse Representation (JDSR). LBP is one of the most popular ocular region
matching techniques [2–4, 9, 13–15] and is used as a baseline in
our work. Correlation based approaches have been observed to provide better recognition performance compared to histogram based
approaches (e.g., LBP, SIFT, GOH, etc.) on non-ideal ocular images [4, 5]. To this end, we perform ocular image matching using
NGC method [16]. Sparse representation based approaches for image matching have gained significant attention in the recent past.
Such approaches have been successfully applied in biometrics for
face [17], iris [18], and ear [19] recognition. We use JDSR, a learning based approach, to better handle the ocular image matching in
our work. The feature extraction and matching steps corresponding
to the three considered techniques are described below.
LBP: Given an image I, interest points are first uniformly sampled across the image. A block of size 8 × 8 pixels around every interest point is considered as a region of interest (ROI). For
each pixel p within the ROI, a neighborhood of size 3 × 3 pixels is considered for LBP value generation. The mathematical
equation for computing the LBP value at a pixel p is given by:
3 http://www.neurotechnology.com/verieye.html/
4 Segmentation

100

error =

# of input images with incorrect segmentation
×
# of input images provided
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P
k
LBP (p) = k=7
k=0 2 f (I(p) − I(pk )), where I(pk ) represents the
intensity value of pixel pk , and f (x) = 1 if x ≥ 0, or 0 otherwise. The LBP values of all the pixels within a given ROI are then
quantized into an 8-bin histogram. Histograms corresponding to all
ROIs are then concatenated to form a final feature vector. Euclidean
distance was used to measure the similarity between two feature
vectors. Each image was sampled at a frequency of 16 pixels, yielding a total of 140 interest points. The dimensionality of the final
LBP feature vectors was 1120.
NGC: Given two images I1 and I2 of equal resolution,
the 
Normal
ized Gradient Correlation is computed as: F −1

b1 G
b∗
G
2
b 1 ||G
b∗ |
|G
2

,where

b 1 =F {G1 }, G
b 2 =F {G2 } and G1 = G1x + G1y , G2 = G2x + G2y .
G
The terms Gix and Giy represent the gradients of the image Ii in
x and y directions, respectively. F denotes the Fourier transform
operation. To perform ocular matching between two images using NGC, each image was first tessellated into m non-overlapping
patches of equal size. The NGC value between the corresponding
pairs of patches was computed, yielding m different patch scores.
The value obtained by the summation of all such patch scores was
used as the final match score between an image pair. Based on empirical observations, we use m=12 in our work.
JDSR: Consider a training dataset containing k images corresponding to each of n different subjects (i.e., classes). A data matrix, A,
is first generated by concatenating all the given training images as
A = [I1,1 , . . . , I1,k , . . . In,1 , . . . , In,k ], where Ii,j denotes the ith
image sample (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) of the j th subject (j = 1, 2, . . . , n),
represented as a column vector. One method [20], among various
other techniques [21], to determine a compact dictionary, D, from a
given training data matrix A involves solving the following equation:
D = arg minkA − DZk2 + λkZk1 ,
D,Z

(1)

where Z and λ represent the sparse coefficient matrix and the regularization parameter, respectively. In an identification scenario, the
identity of a new test image, y, can be determined by solving the
following minimization problem:
x̂ = arg minkxk1 subject to kDx − yk2 ≤ ,

(2)

where  represents a desired threshold [17]. The coefficient vector,
x̂, typically contains non-zero entries that correspond to the identity
of the test sample, and zeros everywhere else.
In a verification scenario, the Euclidean distance between the
sparse representations of given two face images could be used as a
match score [22]. Such an approach, however, may not be directly
applicable to the current problem. This is because: (a) the sparse
representations for the ocular regions cropped from VIS face and
NIR iris images of a subject can be significantly different due to
variations in fundamental image characteristics, and (b) learning a
single dictionary that reliably models the cross-spectral relation between NIR and VIS images is not easy. We mitigate this problem by
combining the independent dictionaries for face and iris images by
a joint dictionary training approach [23]. Such an approach ensures
that the sparse representations of two images have similar non-zero
coefficients when they correspond to the same subject.
Let an NIR iris image and the ocular region cropped from
the corresponding VIS face image be denoted by IIR and IF A ,
respectively (see Column 1 of Table 2 for the notation). The
data matrices used in the training phase can be generated as folIR
IR
IR
IR
lows: AIR = [I1,1
, . . . , I1,k
, . . . In,1
, . . . , In,k
], and AF A =

FA
FA
FA
FA
[I1,1
, . . . , I1,k
, . . . In,1
, . . . , In,k
]. Based on Equation (3), the
independent compact dictionaries, DF A and DIR , can then be
determined as:

DF A = arg min kAF A − DF A ∗ ZF A k2 + λF A kZF A k1 , (3)
DF A ,Z

DIR = arg min kAIR − DIR ∗ ZIR k2 + λIR kZIR k1 ,
DIR ,Z

(4)

where Z and λ represent the sparse coefficient matrix and regularization parameter, respectively. A joint dictionary can be formed by
combining Equations (3) and (4) as:
arg

min

DIR ,DF A ,Z

kAF A − DF A ∗ Zk2 +
kAIR − DIR ∗ Zk2 + λkZk1 .

(5)

The above equation could be rewritten as:
arg

min

DIR ,DF A ,Z

kAjoint − Djoint ∗ Zk2 + λkZk1 ,

(6)

DF A
FA
where Ajoint = [ A
AIR ] and Djoint = [ DIR ].
Efficiently solving the above formulation is a challenge by itself.
To this end, multiple solutions have been proposed in the machine
learning domain [21]. In this work, we use the approach suggested
by Lee et al. [20]. Equation (6) is considered to be non-convex in
both D and Z collectively, but is convex in one of them if the other
is fixed. Therefore, the optimization is performed in an alternate
manner over Djoint and Z. The optimization algorithm is outlined
in Algorithm 1. MATLAB packages provided by [20] and [23] were
used for solving the algorithm. Our joint dictionary-based ocular
region matching technique is outlined in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1: Joint Dictionary Learning
(1) Use a Gaussian random matrix to initialize Djoint
(2) With Djoint fixed, update Z by solving:
Z = arg minZ kAjoint − Djoint ∗ Zk2 + λkZk1
(3) With Z fixed, update Djoint by solving:
Djoint = arg minDjoint kAjoint − Djoint ∗ Zk2
such that kDjoint k2 ≤ 1
(4) Iterate between steps (2) and (3) until convergence
Final Output: Djoint

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Images from both Set 1 and Set 2 were used to generate 1358 FA
and 1358 IR images corresponding to 704 subjects. For the JDSR
approach, 30% of the database was used for training and the remaining 70% was used for testing (disjoint subjects). Based on empirical
observations, λ was set to 0.09. The impact of score-level fusion was
also studied in this work. Match scores obtained by the three considered ocular matching techniques were first normalized, converted to
similarity scores, and then combined using a simple sum rule. LBP
and NGC scores that correspond only to those image pairs used in
the testing phase of the JDSR approach were considered for fusion.
The ROC curves and EERs obtained when matching face against iris
images (FA vs. IR) are provided in Figure 3 and Table 3, respectively. Table 3 also lists the corresponding EERs obtained when iris
and ocular regions are used to match (a) face images against face
images (FA vs. FA) and (b) iris images against iris images (IR vs.
IR). This provides an understanding of the performances of face and
iris images on their own.
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Algorithm 2: VIS-NIR Ocular Image Matching using
Joint Dictionary Approach
Training
(1) Input: Corresponding pairs of FA and IR training images
FA
(2) Obtain Djoint = [ D
DIR ] using Algorithm 1
Testing
(1) Input: Given FA and IR test images, IF A and IIR
(2) Compute the sparse representation vectors x̂F A and x̂IR
using Djoint
(3) Compute Euclidean distance, d, between x̂F A and x̂IR
(4) Determine a vector K whose entries satisfy the conditions:
{x̂F A (k) > 0 & x̂IR (k) > 0} OR
{x̂F A (k) < 0 & x̂IR (k) < 0}
(5) Match score between IF A and IIR is obtained by
computing the value: d/size(K)
Final Output: d/size(K)

The performance of LBP on the ocular region was observed to
be no better than that of the iris biometric (EER = 50.4%). The
main reason for this poor performance was due to the reduced resolution and textural quality of the ocular regions in VIS face images.
Additionally, histogram based approaches based on LBP require a
coarse level correspondence of the images to yield a good matching
performance. NGC, on the other hand, provides better performance
than LBP (EER = 34%). This is due to the comparison of patches
on a one-to-one basis, thereby eliminating the need for exact correspondences between the sampling points of LBP. The best observed
performance for FA vs. IR matching is obtained using the JDSR approach (EER = 26%). This is due to the fact that JDSR is a learning
based approach, as opposed to LBP and NGC. Genuine image pairs
that failed to match using LBP and NGC, but were correctly matched
using the JDSR approach are shown in Figure 4. Score-level fusion is observed to further improve the recognition performance by
a small margin (EER = 23%). In the future, by incorporating ocular
information from both the left and right sides, the performance can
be further improved.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Sample genuine image pairs that failed to match using LBP
and NGC. JDSR approach succeeded in matching the image pairs in
(a) and (b), but failed for (c).
Fig. 3. ROC curves obtained using iris (VeriEye) and ocular region
(LBP, NGC, JDSR, and weighted score-level fusion) information to
match face against iris images. Only left-side information is used
(for face and iris).

Table 3. Equal Error Rates (EERs) obtained using left-side images in the considered database. Note that the emphasis of this
work is FA vs. IR matching (Column 3).
Trait
Technique FA vs. IR FA vs. FA IR vs. IR
IRIS
VeriEye
50.2%
49%
0.2%
LBP
50.4%
12%
35%
NGC
34%
8%
20%
OCULAR
JDSR
26%
7%
14%
REGION
Score-lvl. 23%
6%
12%
fusion

The results also indicate that the iris biometric is highly suitable for IR vs. IR matching. The rich texture of the iris captured
at close quarters under NIR illumination can provide very reliable
recognition performance (EER = 0.2%). In the FA vs. FA matching scenario, face images acquired at a distance in the visible spectrum may not offer sufficient level of details for iris segmentation
and recognition (EER = 49%). Ocular region, on the other hand,
offers shape, texture, and key-point information that can be used for
reliable recognition (EER = 6%).
Overall, the results indicate that ocular region can provide better
performance than the iris biometric in the FA vs. IR matching problem. The learning-based JDSR approach to ocular recognition is
observed to improve the recognition performance across all considerations (i.e., FA vs. FA, IR vs. IR, and FA vs. IR). The low recognition accuracies for FA vs. IR matching communicate the challenge in performing cross-spectral, cross-resolution, face-iris image
matching.
5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

From the results, it can be observed that the iris biometric does
not provide reliable recognition performance in the considered FA
vs. IR matching scenario (EER = 50.2%). While the algorithm is
proprietary, it is likely that VeriEye is not designed for cross-spectral
iris matching. Iris recognition using visible images is typically perceived as a challenging task [24]. Better performance could be expected if the iris segmentation and matching schemes are significantly improved.

The problem of matching VIS face with NIR iris images is presented.
The variations in modalities, sensors, resolutions, and imaging spectra render this problem very challenging. Currently, no research exists in this area. A Joint Dictionary-based Sparse Representation
(JDSR) learning method, used in this work indicates that ocular region can provide better recognition performance than the iris biometric. Future work would include investigating deformable methods to
model the photometric and geometric variations between VIS and
NIR images.
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